E-Resources at the University of Mount Union Library
Library
This is a brief review of the research resources you can use to enhance your curriculum
that are available online. The library has hundreds of thousands of e-resources
available to you. The links to these resources are available for you to embed in your
student instructions, D2L or emails.

E-books: The quickest way to find e-books is to click on “Easy Search” in our catalog.
You can further limit your search by adding “electronic book”
Under “Refine Results (left hand side of page), limit the search to “Full Text” and any
other relevant limits needed.

In the results of the specific search, under the title click on “Connect to Online
Resource”.
Some results will break the e-book into multiple links (per chapter or section). Others
will allow you to download the entire PDF.
If you have a “permanent link” option in the top right corner of the results, you should
use this link to embed in D2L or send to your students. If a permanent link is not
available, it is recommended you send your students to the catalog with the title/author
to find the results themselves.
Journals: The most effective way to find e-journals is to search for them in databases
that best cover your subject area.

You can find topical e-journals by searching under the “Subject Search” pages on the
library homepage or the A-Z Resources also listed there.

If you know the title of your article, you can type it into the OhioLINK search box and it
will appear in the format available. It may or may not be available online. If it is not, you
can find where the print edition is available for scanning or order a print copy through
Interlibrary Loan if it is not at UMU.

Government Documents are an online resource without copyright restrictions.
To access resources consider using the following, newly minted search engines
available through the A-Z resource list on the library homepage:

GovInfo is an excellent resource that includes information on individual publications or
collections of content, or view an alphabetical list of collections, publications, other
resources, and external partner sites. This site provides free public access to official
publications from all three branches of the Federal Government. This online collection
has replaced the paper resources formally housed in the library government document
area with even more accessible documents.
MetaLib is a federated search engine that searches multiple U.S. Federal government
databases, retrieving reports, articles, and citations while providing direct links to
selected resources available online. If a pdf is not available in the results, you can
search the title in Google. Just make certain to include the phrase “government
document” in the search box with the title.
Science.gov is a gateway to U.S. government science information. The portal offers
free access to research and development (R&D) results and scientific and technical
information from scientific organizations across 13 federal agencies.
USA.gov Research papers, databases, videos, photos, statistics and articles available
from the many federal departments and agencies. Search Tip: Use drop down menus to
find access under such terms as “data, statistics, reports, research, etc.”

